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ABSTRACT 
We examine global convergence properties of the Francis shifted QR algorithm 
on real, normal Hessenberg matrices. It is shown that the algorithm will almost always 
produce a decoupling. Eigenvalue conditions are identified which assure decoupling. 
In particular a sufficient condition is that a normal matrix has more than four real 
eigenvalues. 
INTRODUCTION 
In both EISPACK and LAPACK the Francis shifted QR algorithm (see [5] and 
[6]) is a crucial step in calculating the eigenvalues of a real Hessenberg 
matrix. This iteration produces a sequence of Hessenberg matrices defined by 
the following rule: 
FRANCIS SHIFTED QR ITERATION. Hi unreduced Hessenberg, and pi 
the characteristic polynomial of the lower right 2 x 2 submatrix of Hi. 
pi( H i) = Qi R,, Qj orthogonal, Rj upper triangular. 
H j+l = QT‘HiQi_ 
*The author was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9104299. E-mail: 
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The goal of the iteration is to have a subdiagonal element approach zero. 
When the element is sufficiently negligible the eigenvalue problem decouples 
into a problem on two smaller matrices. While in practice Francis shifted QR 
has been remarkably reliable at producing a rapid decoupling, there is no 
theoretical foundation or assurance of its success. It is easily seen that the 
algorithm fails to produce a decoupling on permutation matrices of the form 
Hi, = 1, Hi+l,i = 1; however, such counterexamples appear to be highly 
unstable under perturbation. 
EXAMPLE. I 0  1 0  10 0  1 0  ’ 1
I 
A fundamental problem is to determine the likelihood that an n X rr 
Hessenberg matrix will decouple under Francis. In [l] it was shown that in 
every orthogonal similarity class of 3 X 3 normal Hessenberg matrices there 
is precisely one matrix (up to absolute value of the entries) which fails to 
decouple under Francis. In [3] it was shown that there exist 4 X 4 nonnormal 
orthogonal similarity classes in which every matrix decouples. The following 
theorems address the decoupling problem for the simplest classes of n X n 
matrices for which the algorithm should succeed. After this paper was 
written, a different proof of Theorem B(a) appeared in [4]. 
THEOREM A. For n X n normal Hessenberg matrices under Francis: 
(a) in each orthogonal similarity class almost every matrix decouples; 
(b) in almost all orthogonal similarity classes with four or more eigenval- 
ues (excluding complex conjugates) every matrix decouples; 
(c) if the matrix has more than four real eigenvalues, then it decouples; 
(d) if the matrix has exactly four real eigenvalues and the sum of the 
middle eigenvalues does not equal the sum of the largest and smallest, then it 
decouples. 
THEOREM B. For symmetric trtdiagonal matrices under Francis: 
(a) If n > 4, every matrix decouples. 
(b) Zfn=4 
(1) and the sum of the middle eigenvalues does not equal to the sum 
of the largest and smallest, then it decouples; 
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(2) and the sum of the middle eigenvalues equals the sum of the 
largest and smallest, then the set of matrices in the orthogonal 
similarity class which fail to decouple is a set of dimension one. 
Cc> If n = 3, each orthogonal similarity class contains precisely one 
matrix (up to absolute value) which fails to decouple. 
The theorems validate the numerical experience that failure to decouple 
is both rare and unstable. The second theorem, though on a class of matrices 
for which Francis would not knowingly be employed, gives a complete 
solution for the symmetric case. Both theorems reveal a surprising depen- 
dence on the number of eigenvalues. While we hope that these results will 
provide insight into the global convergence of Francis shifted QR, we caution 
against drawing immediate inferences for nonnormal matrices. Although 
Rayleigh shifted QR d ecouples for all symmetric tridiagonal matrices with 
n > 2 [see note (3) following Corollary 21, there exist open sets of Hessen- 
berg matrices for which a decoupling does not occur [2]. 
1. DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS AND QR ITERATIONS 
For iterative algorithms such as QR, techniques from dynamical systems 
can be useful in ascertaining the global convergence properties of the 
algorithm. The following concept from dynamical systems will be essential to 
our development. 
DEFINITION. If X and Y are metric spaces and F : X + X, G : Y + Y, 
then a semiconjugacy is a continuous surjection I : X + Y with I 0 F = 
Go I-. 
If one thinks of F and G as iterative algorithms, then a semiconjugacy has 
the effect of translating the asymptotic behavior of the F-iteration to that of 
the G-iteration. To illustrate this statement assume that z is a global attractor 
for F in that Vx E X, lim,,, F”( x> = z. Then the following argument 
shows that T(z) is a global attractor for G: 
lim G”(y) = $ymG”‘(l’(x)) = kFmT(Fm(x)) 
m-m 
= ryiTmFyX) = r(q. 
Note that the Francis iteration preserves the orthogonal similarity class of 
the matrix. This suggests restricting our attention to a fixed orthogonal 
similarity class and exploiting the structure of the Schur form. 
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While the Francis shifted QR iteration induces a map on the set of 
Hessenberg matrices, the complexity of the algorithm makes it difficult to 
approach the global convergence problem via the map. Furthermore, the 
Francis iteration does not lend itself to utilization of the Schur form. Our 
strategy will be to produce a more tractable iteration which is semiconjugate 
to Francis and involves the Schur form. The motivation for this iteration is 
provided by the implicit Q theorem (see [6] and [2]). From the implicit Q 
theorem it follows that each unreduced Hessenberg matrix in an orthogonal 
similarity class is essentially determined by the first (or last) column of the 
orthogonal similarity transformation to the Schur form. This suggests follow- 
ing the iteration on these unit vectors rather than matrices. 
Fix an orthogonal similarity class and Schur form C. We will now place 
the Francis shifted QR iteration into the X, Y, F, G, r setting of a 
semiconjugacy. For a variety of technical reasons, producing a semiconjugacy 
requires the formulation of X and Y as quotient spaces. Roughly speaking, Y 
is the space of Hessenberg matrices in the orthogonal similarity class of C, G 
is the Francis map, X is the unit sphere, and F is a sort of generalized 
Rayleigh quotient iteration for C . ’ The map I’ of a unit vector is the result of 
applying to C the orthogonal similarity transformation whose columns are the 
orthogonalized K 
CT’ denotes (CT) 7 
lov vectors u, C’U, . . . , C~“-‘U in reverse order [where 
1. 
More formally, Y is the quotient space obtained by making two types of 
identifications on the set of Hessenberg matrices in the orthogonal similarity 
class of C. The reduced Hessenberg matrices (at least one subdiagonal 
element is zero) are the targets of the algorithm, and these matrices are 
identified with a single point denoted *. Furthermore, each unreduced 
Hessenberg matrix H is placed in an equivalence class with those matrices of 
the form DHD where D is a diagonal matrix with Dii = f 1. For unreduced 
Hessenberg matrices the Francis QR iteration induces a map of Y. Note that 
the quotients make the map well defined. Defining G( *) = * completes the 
definition of G. 
The space X is a quotient of the unit sphere in R”. The ambiguity of 
selection in Gram-Schmidt suggests identifying antipodal points producing 
projective space. The targets of the vector algorithm are invariant subspaces. 
All proper CT-invariant subspaces are identified to a point #. It remains to 
define the maps r : X + Y and F : X + X. 
DEFINITION. r : X ---) Y. 
rw= *. 
r(u) = STCS, where the columns of S are in reverse order from Gram- 
Schmidt on u, CTu, . . . , C~“-‘U. 
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The motivation for the definition of I? comes from the association of an 
unreduced Hessenberg matrix in Y and the orthogonal similarity transforma- 
tion from C. Normally this is obtained with the unit vector as first column of 
the transformation, by orthogonalizing the Krylov vectors to determine the 
remaining columns. Alternatively one can begin with the last vector of the 
transformation and orthogonalize the Krylov vectors of CT to obtain the 
columns in reverse order. Since F will be defined in terms of CT, the latter 
definition is more suited to our needs. 
DEFINITION. F : X + X. 
F(#) = #. 
Let 0 be the result of Gram-Schmidt on u and C%. Then 
t = (u * CTU) + (0 * C?‘v), 
d= (U’CTzL)(WCTtg - (U~CTO)(trCTU). # if CT2 - tCT + dl is singular, 
F(u) = (CT2 - tCT + dZ)-‘u 
otherwise. 
II( CT2 - tCr + dZ)-‘till 
THEOREM 1. r is a semiconjugacy for F and G. 
Proof. 
r(F(#)) = r(#) = * = G(*) = G(T(#)). 
If u is a vector in the complement of #, note that o and u are the last 
two columns of S in the definition of I’(u). Hence the characteristic 
polynomial p of the lower right 2 x 2 submatrix of I?(u) is p(x) = x2 - tx 
+ d. 
If p(Cr ) is singular, then p(T(u)) is a so 1 singular, since 0 = det p(CT) 
= det p(I’(u)). The lower bandwidth of p(I(u)) is 2, and the first n - 2 
columns of this matrix are linearly independent. If p(T(u)) = QR, then one 
of the last two columns of Q is orthogonal to the column space of p(T(u)). It 
follows that one of the bottom two subdiagonal elements of G(T(u)) is zero. 
Thus if p(Cr) is singular, then r(F(u)) = * = G(T(u)). 
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If p(Cr ) is nonsingular, then there exist orthogonal matrices W and Z 
such that I( F(u)) = W TCW and G(I(u)) = ZTSTCSZ. To show that these 
Hessenberg matrices are equal it suffices to show that SZ and W have the 
same first columns. Letting CT denote (CT)-‘, the first column of Z is 
P(STCSbl 
= STp(C)Sel = STp(C)(u,CTu,...,CT”‘-Z~)’ 
= s“<[ p(C)] -TU, [ p(c)]-?‘c?‘u,. ..) [p(C)] -TCT”-2U)L 
= ST([ p(CT)] -lu, CT[ p(CT)]-1u,...,CTn-2[ p(C’)]_lu)- . 
When S is applied to the above equations, the equality shows that the first 
column of SZ is the first column of W. 
To show that I is surjective, pick an unreduced Hessenberg matrix H in 
the orthogonal similarity class of C. Produce orthogonal S such that H = 
STCS. If u is the last column of S then I(U) = H. n 
COROLLARY 2. Assume I’(u) = H. Zf lim,,, F”‘(u) = #, then there 
will be a decoupling of the Francis iteration beginning with H. Zf 
lim 712 --t m F”(u) = w # #, then there will not be a decoupling of the Francis 
iteration beginning with H. 
NOTES, 
(1) The theorem and corollary allow us to reduce the issue of decoupling 
within an orthogonal similarity class to the asymptotic behavior of iterates 
under F for a Schur form C. 
(2) There is a map that is closely related to F which is also semiconjugate 
to G (see [l] and [2]). This map has the advantage of avoiding inverses, but 
the disadvantage of requiring rr Gram-Schmidts. 
(3) The construction of F and the semiconjugacy can be applied to any 
polynomial shift strategy (see [2]>. F or example, if the shift for G is a single 
shift by the bottom right element of the matrix (Rayleigh shift), then F is 
Rayleigh quotient iteration. In [lo] it is shown that for a symmetric matrix, 
Rayleigh quotient iteration always converges to an invariant subspace of 
dimension one or two. It follows that for n > 2 every symmetric tridiagonal 
matrix will decouple under Rayleigh shifted QR (compare [9]). 
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Our task is to understand the asymptotic behavior of the orbit of a vector 
under iteration by F. Following the approach of [lo] for Rayleigh quotient 
iteration, we will monitor the norm of (C?‘” - tCT + dZ)u. The following 
theorem characterizes this quantity as the distance from C’“U to the sub- 
space (u, (2%). 
THEOREM 3. Zf A is an n X n matrix, u is a unit vector, o is from 
Gram-Schmidt of u and Au, t = (u *Au) + (U * Aw), and d = (U * Au)(u. 
Au) - (U . Av)(v . Au), then 
I[( A2 - tA + dZ)ull = min I[( A” - rA + sZ)ull. 
T,S 
Proof. The quantity on the right is the distance from A2u to (u, u >. 
This is the length of the vector from A2u to the projection of A”u onto 
(u, zj>. It suffices to show that the projection is tAu - du. We have 
Au - (Au.u)u A2u - (Au.u)Au 
U = llh - (Au.u)uII’ Au= IIAu -(h.~)ll ’ 
II Au - (Au. u)ull” = IlA1.11~ - (Au . u)“. 
The projection 
( A"u . U)U + ( A2u. 0)~ 
= (A2~.z++ 
[(A”u.Au) -(Au~u)(A~u~u)][Au-(Au~u)u] 
I( Az# - ( Au . u)” 
[ IIAull"( A’u .u) - (A”u .Au)( Au .u)]u 
+ [( A”u -Au) - (Au .u)( A2u vu)] Au 
= 
IIAu~\~ - ( Au .u)” 
This is seen to be tAu - du when t and d are expressed in terms of u. n 
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2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS A AND B 
THEOREM A. For n X n normal Hessenberg matrices under Francis: 
(a> in each orthogonal similarity class almost every matrix decouples; 
(b) in almost all orthogonal similarity classes with four or more eigenval- 
ues (excluding complex conjugates) every matrix decouples; 
Cc> if the matrix has more than fmr real eigenvalues, then it decouples; 
(d) if the matrix has exactly far real eigenvalues and the sum of the 
middle eigenvalues does not equal the sum of the largest and smallest, then it 
decouples. 
THEOREM B. For symmetric tridiagonal matrices under Francis: 
(a) If n > 4, every matrix decouples. 
(b) Zfn=4 
(1) and the sum of the middle eigenvalues does not equal to the sum 
of the largest and smallest, then every matrix decouples. 
(2) and the sum of the middle eigenvalues equals the sum of the 
largest and smallest, then the set of matrices in the orthogonal 
similarity class which fail to decouple is a set of dimension one. 
(c) If n = 3, each orthogonal similarity class contains precisely one 
matrix (up to absolute value) which fails to decouple. 
LEMMA 4 (81. A symmetric matrix is orthogonally similar to a diagonal 
matrix. A normal matrix is orthogonally similar to a block diagonal matrix of 
the form diag(a,, . . . , a,,,, B,, . . . , B,) where 
Bj = 
LEMMA 5. lf u is a unit vector and A has the form of a normal matrix 
from the previous lemma, then 
1 
,, A-~u,, G 11 Auk 
with equality holding if and only if there exists c such that for any i and j, 
c = a; = ajz + pj”. 
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Proof. If 2 = 0, the result follows from Cauchy-Schwarz: 
1 = (A-‘u -Auf < /iA-'ull II Aull. 
Note that in the diagonal case the equality statement also follows, and in 
terms of coordinates the inequality is 
1 n 
< C afuf. 
i=l 
Now assume that I Z 0 and let u = (xi,. . . , x,,, yl, zl,. . . , yI, zl>. Then 
from the previous inequality we have 
1 1 
m 
< C afxf + 
i=l 
i (cl]? + p,‘)( y3” + Z]‘) = IIAall”. n 
j=l 
If an orthogonal similarity class of normal matrices has a repeated 
eigenvalue, then every Hessenberg element is reduced. Thus it suffices to 
consider Schur forms A without repeated a, or Bj. Let F be the map from 
the previous section associated to A ( = C r). Recall that if u does not lie in 
an A-invariant proper subspace, then 
t,, = (u.Au) + (U-AU), d, = (u .Au)(u .Av) - (U .Au)(v *Au). 
Define the polynomial 
pu( x) = x2 - t,x + d,. 
If pU(A) is nonsingular, then 
F(u) = 
[ P,( A)1 -lu 
Il[ pu( A)] -lull . 
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The following theorem states that 11 pl,( A)ul\ is monotonically decreasing 
along orbits of F. 
THEOREM 6. II pFctr)(AX F(u))11 G II p,( Alull, with equality only if there 
exists c such that for every k andj, c = I p,(ak)l = I pll(aj + /3,i)l. 
Proof Applying Theorem 3 and Lemma 5, 
IlPF(u)ww4)II = 
11 PFd A) [ Pu( 41 -lull 
II[ P,,( 41 -Q 
l 
ll[ p,( A)] -lull 
G Il( p,( A))d n 
Note that the equality condition requires the existence of a second degree 
polynomial with real coefficients such that the modulus of its value is 
independent of all the eigenvalues. With five or more real eigenvalues this is 
impossible and 11 p,,( Alull is strictly d ecreasing along F-orbits of U. It follows 
that # is a global attractor, since it is the only possible limit point. 
COROLLARY 7. Every normal Hessenberg matrix with five or mm-e real 
eigenvalues will decouple. 
The corollary establishes Theorems A(c) and B(a). Theorems A(d) and 
B(b)(l) follow from the next lemma. 
LEMMA 8. Zf a, < a2 < a3 < a4, t, d E R, p(x) = x2 - tx + d, then 
I ~(a,)[ is independent of i zf’and only zf 
ala4 + %a3 
t = a, + a4 = a2 + a3 and d = 
2 . 
Proof. If 1 p(ai>l is independent of i, then from the symmetry and 
concavity of the quadratic, 0 < p(al) = -p(a2) = -p(a3) = p(a,) and a2 
=a - a3. The values for t and d are obtained by solving p(a,) = p(a,) 
a~c?~(ai~ = -p(a2). In the other direction the values of t and d imply that 
1 p(q)1 = a2a3 ; “a4. 
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LEMMA 9. If A = diag(a,, a2, a3, a4) with ak < ak+ 1 and a, + a4 = a2 
+ a3, the following are equivalent: 
t,, = a, + a4 and cl, = 
ala4 + a2a3 
2 ’ 




[ 1  -1 1 -1 1 1 = 
a1 -q -a3 a4 





(a2 + a3 - 2a,)ui a, - a, 
- 
3 
a3 - a2 2(a3 -a21 ' 
(III) 
Proof. (I) * (II) follows from Lemma 8 and the symmetry of F. For 
(II) 3 (III) note from Theorem 3 and the proof of Theorem 6 that if u 
satisfies (II) then 
o= &II pF(u)( A) [ pu( A)] -1~112(tu~ dt,) 
F(N) 
=- 
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But p,(ai) = -pU(a,) = -pU(a,) = p,(a4), yielding the system of equa- 
tions in (III). Solving (III) and eliminating a4 gives (IV). One can check that 
uk = !j is a solution. 
It remains to show that the points in (IV) have the appropriate t, and d,. 
From Theorem 3 we know that 11(A2 - tA + dI)ul12 has a global minimum 
at t = t, and d = d,. Taking partials, the critical point (t,, d,) is the solution 
of the following system: 
0 = -2&zj(~; - tuj + d)u; = -2&+; + 2t&zj2u; - 2dzuju;, 
0 = 2c(u; - tuj + d)u; = 2&z;uj2 - 2txuju; + 2d&!. 
When t, and d, are computed for the points in (IV), the values in (I) are 
obtained (with the aid of Mathematics). n 
Now consider the asymptotic behavior of orbits under F. If u is from the 
set in (IV), then F(u,, u2, ug, uq) = (ul, -uz, -us, uq) and u has period 2. 
If u does not belong to (III), then 
u2a3 - ala4 
ll( 




and 11 pU( A)ull is again strictly decreasing along F-orbits of u. Translating the 
result to G by I completes the proof of Theorem B (part (c) was proved in 
[l]). We now give an example of a symmetric tridiagonal 4 X 4 matrix from 
the one dimensional set of Theorem B(b)(B). 
EXAMPLE. The matrix A = diag(1, 2, 3, 4) satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem B(b)(2) and together with the vector uT = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5) 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 9. The corresponding symmetric tridiagonal 
matrix is I(u) = SrAS, where the columns of S are in reverse order from 
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In exact arithmetic H will not decouple under Francis. However, the set 
of Francis failure is of dimension one, sitting in a three dimensional space of 
success. Thus one expects roundoff to push the iteration off the one dimen- 
sional set. We tested a double precision representation of H under HQR2, the 
EISPACK implementation of Francis. HQRi! invokes a sequence of Francis 
iterations, except for steps 11 and 21, at which the “exceptional shift” step is 
performed. Under HQR2 a decoupling of H occurred after 16 iterations, with 
the correct eigenvalues computed in a total of 20 iterations. When the 
exceptional shift steps were bypassed, 37 Francis iterations were required for 
decoupling. 
The next two lemmas will establish Theorem A(b). 
LEMMA 10. Given t, d, r E R, (z E C ) 1.z2 - tz + d12 = r} is a set of 
measure zero. 
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Proof. If z = CY + pi then 
?- = (a” - p” - at + d)2 + (2Q - pt)” 
= (a’ + p2)t” - 2a(cr2 + /?“)t - 2atd 
+2(cr2 - P”)d + d2 + ((Y” + /3’)‘. 
The desired set is the level set of an analytic function on R” and is thus a 
semianalytic set. Such a set has a triangulation [7]. The triangulation cannot 
have any 2-simplices, since the function is nonconstant. n 
LEMMA 11. For almost any .zl, z2, .z3 E C there are at most three 
choices of (t, d) E R” such that 12: - tz, + dl is independent of k. 
Proof. Consider the set of pairs (t, d> such that Iz& - tzl + dl’ = 
12; - tz, + d12. Then 
[aI”+pp-a; - p,z]t2 + [2a,( cl; + p;> - 2cr,(cq + p;“)]t 
+ 2( ff2 - al)td + 2[ 4 - p; - c~; + ,6;]d 
+ (a: + p$ - (a; + pi)” = 0. 
Solving this relation for d in terms of t produces a rational function of t with 
coefficients in terms of the real and imaginary parts of z1 and z2. The degree 
of the numerator is two, and the degree of the denominator is one. We may 
assume that z1 and x2 were selected so that the denominator is not a factor 
of the numerator. Now equate this rational function with its counterpart for 
zi and 2s. Each t must satisfy a nontrivial cubic. n 
To prove Theorem A(a) assume that matrix A has the form of Lemma 4 
with 1 > 0 and no repeated eigenvalues. Using Theorem 3 as in the proof of 
Lemma 9, one can solve for t,, and d, as functions of the coordinates of u. 
The functions are analytic functions which extend to the complement of the 
eigenvectors in the unit sphere. Let z1 be the eigenvalue corresponding to 
the block B,, and let z2 be any other eigenvalue (real or complex). In the 
proof of the previous lemma it was seen that for ) ptl( -,>I = I pu( ;;,>I requires 
that t and d satisfy an analytic relation. Substituting for t and u into this 
relation produces an analytic function. The set {u 1 11 pFcuJ A)F(u)ll = 
II pu( A>ull} is contained in a level set of this function. From [8] the level set 
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has a triangulation. Thus either the relation is satisfied by all u or else the 
measure of the level set is zero. 
To show that there exist u which do not satisfy the relation, assume that u 
has block coordinates with virtually all of its norm concentrated in the block 
corresponding to B,. Then P,~ is close to the characteristic polynomial of B,, 
and 1 p,(el)l is substantially smaller than 1 p,L(z2)(. 
Finally we will show that if 11 pU( A)~11 > 11 pFcoj( A)F(u)ll then the F-orbit 
of u converges to #. It suffices to show that the decreasing sequence of 
norms gets smaller than any positive number upon which it might accumu- 
late. Suppose that II pW(AhII = II pFcU)) (A)F(rz)II. From Theorem 6, p, is a 
polynomial with I pw(uk)J = Ip,(aj + /?,i)l = c for anyj and k, and so 
Il P,( A)wll = ll p,( A>ull > ll pu( A)ull > II pFcuj( A)F(u)ll. 
The author would like to express his gratitude to John Smillie for 
providing encouragement and sharing his insights into this problem. The 
paper (101 inspired the central ideas of the development. 
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